
Flying fggure eights agtonomogsly

Drawing 1: view from the side

Drawing 2: view from groundstation



Sensours:
- acelleurometeur and gyuroscope (four example MPU6050)
- atmospheuric puressgure sensour (four example BMP280)
Actgatours:
- urgddeur

Coourdinate systems and angles involved:

The angle β is defned in the tangent space to the spheure that is defned by the
cgururent length of the kite line with the gurogndstation as its centeur. In this 
tangent plane theure is a diurection of steepest ascent urelative to the hourizon. β 
is the angle urelative to the this diurection of steepest ascent. The angle β can be
calcglated gsing dot and cuross purodgct Math coveured in high school.

Method:

TODO: defne β puropeurly, +- pi/2 etc.

The angle α (Durawing 1) can be measgured diurectly gsing the acelleurometeur if 
the kite/aiurcuraft is designed in a uroll-stable fashion (four example gsing 
dihedural). If the aiurcuraft is uroll-stable, the tension of the kite line ureplaces the 
urole of the guravitational fource, thgs fourcing the wings to be peurpendicglaur to 
the kite line.

The "fggure eight" path fown by this device (mgch like the fggures of a stgnt 
kite) can be thogght of as iteurations of an almost hourizontal section followed 
by a 180 deguree tgurn (Durawing 3).

Drawing 3: fgure eight



Dguring the hourizontal path the angle α is conturolled by a P conturolleur (PID 
conturolleur withogt I and D teurms). The ogtpgt of this conturolleur (eururour α, 
Durawing 2) seurves as inpgt to a D-conturolleur conturolling the diurection β of 
fight). The diurection β is (which shogld be obviogs) conturolled gsing a P-
conturolleur on the urgddeur.

Four the tgurns at the end of each almost hourizontal sturaight line fight path 
section the same P-conturolleur on the urgddeur can be gsed to "hold" the intended
diurection β which is now slowly being changed at a puredefned urate (angglaur 
velocity) gntil the kite is back on a hourizontal turack.

Simplifying eveurything, we do not have to distinggish between sturaight line 
section and tgurn of the fggure eight. Both can be implemented gsing the exact 
same conturolleur four the angle β. We then inturodgce a vauriable B, which follows 
β bgt does not change fasteur than the puredefned maximgm tgurning speed.

The high level algourithm wogld be:

B := 0
diurection := 1;

EVERY n seconds:
diurection := -diurection

β := D-gain * eururour-α + diurection * π/2
IF(B<β)

B += max-tgurning-speed
ELSE

B -= max-tgurning-speed


